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Context : 

This project aims to better constrain and simulate the pivotal period (Pliocene – Pleistocene, 3,5-2,2 Ma,) when ice sheet 

become perennial in the northern hemisphere and glacial/interglacial large cycle occurred. 

 
Objectives / scientific questions 

This period corresponds to two major events in the northern hemisphere concerning climate and cryosphere. First, Marine 

Isotope Stage (MIS) M2 (3.312–3.264 Ma) which is associated with a large, but aborted, glaciation and second the perennial 

developments of Greenland glaciation (2,7Ma ago). The major aim and objectives of COMPRENDRE was for the first time, 

with appropriate couple of models, to understand the major processes of this glaciation and to simulate them.  

 
Main results 

This program led 2 papers already published (Tan et al, EPSL 2017 and Tan et al, Nature Communications, 2018) and a third 

paper that will be published in the special issue in Climate of the past. 

 
1. Is the glaciation of MIS M2 tectonically driven? 

Just before COMPRENDRE, an important hypothesis has been raised by De Schepper et al (2013 and 2014) to point out that 

the reopening of the shallow Central American Seaway (CAS) could explain the onset, development and decay of the MIS M2 

glaciation. This hypothesis was very appealing because for the first time it explained a “mysterious” glaciation that could be 

not driven by orbital or pCO2 forcing factors as in Quaternary period. We decided to simulate with the IPSL OAGCM, using 

asynchronous coupling with GRISLI ISM, the climate impact of such an hypothesis. In our paper, published in EPSL, we 

demonstrated, through a series of sensitivity simulations, that the CAS hypothesis was neither able to reproduce the large 

sea level drop reconstructed by the data (20-60m) nor to simulate the deglaciation when the CAS is closed. 

Accounting for the different forcing factors, superimposed to the reference Pliocene simulation (PlioMIP) we added a shallow 

CAS opening (CAS50), then we added insolation and CO2 changes (M2-boreal), vegetation (M2-tundra) and interaction with 

ice sheet (M2-tundra-IS). The fig1 shows that even cumulating all these factors the simulated ice sheet remains far below the 

reconstruction. 

 
2. To better constrain pCO2 evolution during the onset of perennial glaciation of  Greenland. 

We built an appropriate model to explore a long period (3-2.5 Ma) to investigate the climate and cryosphere response to 

pCO2 and orbital changes. This development was first used in Ladant et al., 2014 to simulate Antarctica glaciation. This is a  

very hard and long development because we needed 56 OAGCM simulations to cover the full range of possibilities including 

changes in insolation, pCO2 and ice sheet geometry evolution. 

Thanks to this development, we may test the impact on Greenland Ice Sheet (GRIS) evolution driven by different pCO2 

reconstructions (Martinez-Boti et al. (2015), Bartoli et al. (2011) and Seki et al. (2010). 

Our study demonstrated that pCO2 has to remain in a very narrow window during all this period, so that the GRIS triggering 

associated with insolation could become perennial (fig2). 
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Fig1. Simulated Northern Hemisphere ice sheet overlain on the 

paleogeography. Colourbar depicts the ice sheet surface elevation (m) 

simulated by imposing climate fields of related climate experiments: a) 

PlioMIP experiment (Contoux et al., 2012), b) CAS50, c) M2-boreal; d) M2- 

tundra; e). M2-tundra-IS. (For interpretation of the colours in this figure, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.). Tan et al., EPSL, 2017. 

 
Fig2. Simulated GrIS volume evolution based on different pCO2 records. a Seki 

et al.; b Bartoli et al.; c Martinez et al.. Dashed light blue line represents the 

boreal summer insolation at 65°N. Orange lines are the simulated GrIS 

volumes based on pCO2 records and their uncertainties, represented by the 

solid teal lines and shaded teal areas. a Alkenone-based pCO2 record of Seki et 

al., determined using size-corrected ε:2 values for the modern range of b- 

values34. The solid (dashed) orange line is the simulated GrIS volume 

obtained with the solid (dashed) pCO2 line. b Boron isotopes-based pCO2 

record of Bartoli et al., with a 2 σ error range. The solid orange line is the 

simulated GrIS volume with mean pCO2 values and shaded orange lines are 

the GrIS volumes obtained with low and high extremes of the pCO2 

uncertainties. c As in b but for the boron isotopes-based pCO2 record of 

Martinez-Boti et al., with an uncertainty range corresponding to 68% of 

10,000 Monte Carlo simulations with full propagation of uncertainties. Circled 

numbers at 2.9 Ma, ~2.8 Ma, ~2.72 Ma and 2.6 Ma correspond to the ice 

sheet snapshot displayed in Fig. 3. Tan et al., Nature Communications, 2018. 

Future of the project : 

The result of the project will be useful for the international program PlioMIP3 and for the ANR project HADOC (Human 

Ancestors Dispersal: the role of Climate). A H2020 project will be also soon submitted for which COMPRENDRE has been also 

useful. 

1. One PhD thesis by Ning Tan who defended her thesis in April 2018 

2. Amongst many national and international conferences theses papers were presented by Ning Tan and I for the LEFE 

project COMPRENDRE: 

- AGU 2016 “Modeling studies on the Late Pliocene glacial periods“ and AGU 2018 “What Can We Learn From Plio- 

Pleistocene Transition Concerning Anthropocene?” 

- EGU 2016 “Unexpected climatic impacts of orbital forcing out of the Quaternary” 2018 “Modeling Greenland ice 

sheet evolution during the Plio-Pleistocene transition: new constraints for pCO2 pathway” 

- PlioMIP meeting 2018 “Modeling Greenland ice sheet evolution during the Plio-Pleistocene transition: new 

constraints for pCO2 pathway” and “Modelling MIS KM5c with modern-like pCO2 using two different versions of 

IPSL coupled models. 

3. Papers : 

- Ning Tan, Gilles Ramstein, Christophe Dumas, Camille Contoux, Jean-Baptiste Ladant, Pierre Sepulchre, Zhongshi 

Zhang, Stijn De Schepper. Exploring the MIS M2 glaciation occurring during a warm and high atmospheric CO2 

Pliocene background climate. Earth and Planetary Science Letters. Volume 472, Pages 266-276 (2017) doi: 

10.1016/j.epsl.04.050T 

- Ning Tan, Jean-Baptiste Ladant, Gilles Ramstein, Christophe Dumas, Paul Bachem and Eystein Jansen. . Modeling 

Greenland ice sheet evolution during the Plio-Pleistocene transition: new constraints for pCO2 pathway. Nature 

Communication (2018) 9:4755 | DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-07206-w |www.nature.com/naturecommunications 

11234567890 

- Contribution to PlioMIP3 simulations by IPSL LSCE to be submitted in CP, 2019. 
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